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Erik Magnussen graduated as a
ceramicist in 1960, and started
working for the highly esteemed
Copenhagen porcelain industry
followed by Stelton, where
he designed the renowned
thermos.
Today, Erik Magnussen’s designs
are exhibited in museums all
over the world. He has received
numerous acknowledgements
and awards for his work.

CHAIRIK

Erik Magnussen designed the
CHAIRIK series in 1996. Magnussen had a pragmatic view
on design and production, and
used his imagination to challenge both. The results have
been outstanding.
No matter which way you rotate
or turn the chair, CHAIRIK is
the uttermost complete and
simplified design. The design
was based on studies of the
best possibilities of utilizing
compression molded plywood
and plastic, making it incredibly
comfortable. The chair has a
solid support, without pressure
on the spine.
CHAIRIK is the perfect stacking
chair for audiences that come
and go. CHAIRIK is available in
29 different models and a large
variety of shells and upholstery.
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PRODUCT INFO

CHAIRIK XL 137 4-STAR
CHAIRIK XL 137 SPECIFICATIONS
CHAIR DIMENSIONS
PACKAGING DIMENSIONS
STACKING
CERTIFICATES
FRAME / ARMREST
SURFACE

H 84 X SH 47 X D 53 X W 53 CM
H 86 X D 67 X W 76 CM
N/A
BS 5852:1990 / EN 1021-1:2006
ALUMINIUM / POLISHED ALUMINIUM
PLASTIC, MELAMINE, MELAMINE VENEER, PUR, LACQUER OR LAZURE.

DESCRIPTION
Chair with 4-star base in aluminium and
polished aluminium armrests. Seat with extra
width. Noise dampening plastic gliders protect
the floor and ensure that the chair is easy to
move around.

PACKAGING
The chairs are packed in strong cardboard packaging
with a protective piece of cardboard between each
chair and protection plastic.

UPHOLSTERY
CHAIRIK can be upholstered in fabric or leather,
or painted in the colours that you like the best.
The chair is also available with seat upholstery,
inner side or full upholstered in two different
thicknesses.

•

CUSTOMISATION & FEATURES
CHAIRIK can be individualized (on request at
an additional cost). The individualization can
include own choice of colour, frame or own
graphics or company logo. Premounted features
include: on/off seat upholstery, gripping hole
in shell.

H 84 CM
SH 47 CM

W 53 CM

D 53 CM

ACCESSORIES
Gliders with felt

